2015 CM Bordermania Blog Hop Border Instructions
Thanks so much for downloading the instructions for my borders! The links below go straight to
the products and tools used on the main CM site as of 8/4/15. If you have any questions about
these instructions, feel free to comment on the Borders page of my blog or contact me directly.
-Stefani

Birthday Cake Bubble Border
All papers for this border come from the Strut Your Stuff 12x12
Paper Pack, unless otherwise noted.
Supplies and Tools:
● Pink dotted paper (on the reverse side of the flower print)
● Bright green paper (on the reverse side of the grid print)
● Striped paper (on the reverse side of the dark blue hexagon
print)
● Aqua paper (on the reverse side of the leaf print)
● Scraps of plain pink, from an "I <3 U" Strut Your Stuff slide-in
card
● Scraps of yellow, from the scrap bin
● 12-inch Straight Trimmer
● Border Maker System
● Border Maker Bubble Cartridge
● Scissors
● Shape Maker System
● Shape Maker Circle Tag Cartridge
● Tape Runner
● Personal Trimmer
● Corner Rounder
Steps:
1. Cut a piece of pink dotted paper to 12"x3" using the 12-inch Straight Trimmer. Use the
Bubble Cartridge with the Border Maker to punch along one long side of the pink dotted
paper. Hand trim (with scissors) along the outside edge of the bubble border.
2. Punch out 10 circle tags from bright green paper using the Shape Maker System and Shape
Maker Circle Tag Cartridge. Here's the tricky part: weave each circle tag into the next one
with the tag hole behind the center circle...so it ends up kind of looking like a caterpillar.
Adhere your string of circle tags to the pink dotted paper with the bubble border using the
Tape Runner.
3. Cut a piece of striped paper to 3"x4" using the Personal Trimmer. Use the Corner Rounder
to round the top two corners, making a cake shape.
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4. From a piece of aqua paper, punch out some bubble confetti using the Bubble Cartridge
with the Border Maker. Attach the largest bubbles to the bottom of your cake shape using
the Tape Runner.
5. From your pink scraps, cut out candles using the Personal Trimmer or scissors. If you're
going to attach them to the back of your cake, as I did, be sure to make them TALLER than
you really want them so you have space for the adhesive. My candles are about 2"x.25"
each. You could make yours bigger of smaller, depending on how many you want to have
on your cake. Attach the candles to the top of your cake using the Tape Runner.
6. From your yellow scraps, cut out flames using scissors. Again, be sure to make them
TALLER than you really want them so you have space for the adhesive. (I usually forget this
when I'm cutting flames, and mine often end up looking stubby.) Attach the flames to your
candles using the Tape Runner.
7. Finally, attach your cake to the pink dotted paper using the Tape Runner.
Strut Your Stuff is such a versatile and beautiful palette! This border goes great with most of the
colors from Shades of Blue and Shades of Green, as well as many other colors from the various
cardstock packs. Pair this border with a few birthday photos matted with green, aqua, or pink
dotted paper from the pack, add in a title, and VOILA! You have a super impressive page that
will make you smile each time you see it!

Be Bold and Flourish Border
Supplies and Tools:
● Pink/teal paper from the Be Bold and Flourish 12x12 Paper Pack
(both sides are used for this border)
● Be Bold and Flourish Slide-in Pack card with the circle and pink
flower on it
● 12-inch Straight Trimmer
● Border Maker System
● Border Maker Picket Fence Cartridge (this is the one that comes
with the system)
● Scissors
● Tape Runner
Steps:
1. Cut a piece of pink/teal paper to 12"x4" using the 12-inch Straight
Trimmer. Use the Pickett Fence Cartridge with the Border Maker to
punch along both long sides of the paper. The teal side will be up for
this large piece.
2. Cut two strips of pink/teal paper to 12"x.625" (that's 5/8") using the
12-inch Straight Trimmer. The pink side will be up for these pieces.
3. Weave one piece through each side of the larger paper you
punched borders on.
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Tip: Don't stress if your skinny strips get a little bent as you're weaving! You'll probably need to
bend them a bit to get them all the way through the slats, and it won't show once you’re done.
4. Secure the ends of the strips with the Tape Runner when your weaving is done.
5. Cut out the circle from the slide-in card using scissors. Attach it to your border using the
Tape Runner.

Vintage Border
Supplies and Tools:
● White with tan scroll/orange paper from the Vintage
12x12 Paper Pack
● Tan cardstock from the Shades of Neutral Pack
● Tangerine, Plum, and Then Some Slide-in Pack card
with "Remember When" on it
● 12-inch Straight Trimmer
● Border Maker System
● Border Maker Film Strip Cartridge
● Personal Trimmer
● Tape Runner
Steps:
1. Cut a piece of tan cardstock to 12"X2" using the 12inch Straight Trimmer. Punch JUST THE EDGE of
each long side using the Film Strip Cartridge with the
Border Maker. To do this, instead of lining your
paper all the way out to the edge of the border
guide, place your paper with just .5" hanging over
the side to be punched. If you put it a little too far
over, you can trim off the extra.
2. Cut a piece of tan scroll/orange paper to 12"X1.5"
using the 12-inch Straight Trimmer. Attach it orange
side up to your cardstock using the Tape Runner.
3. Cut out "Remember When" from the slide-in card
using the Personal Trimmer. Attach it to your border
using the Tape Runner.
You can finish this one off by attaching the border to a full
sheet of the white with tan scroll/orange paper from the
Vintage 12x12 Paper Pack or one of the other coordinating
papers from this pack. It would also look great on one of
the predesigned Tangerine, Plum, and Then Some
Fast2Fab pages!
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Photo "Scraps" Border

It seems like I always end up with at least a few extra or duplicate photos printed, not to mention
the discarded ends that get rimmed, and this is a great way to incorporate some of those in a
cute border for my pages! (BTW, this is all slid inside of a Large Single 12X12 Pocket Page
because I wanted to see the back side of this map in my album, too.)
Supplies and Tools:
● Black cardstock from the Shades of Neutral Pack
● Extra photos
● Background paper (I used a map here)
● Border Maker System
● Border Maker Film Strip Cartridge
● 12-inch Straight Trimmer
● Tape Runner
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Steps:
1. Punch a couple strips of "film" from black cardstock using the Film Strip Cartridge with the
Border Maker. Trim the film strips away from the remaining black cardstock using the 12inch Straight Trimmer.
2. Use the Film Strip Cartridge to punch pieces from you extra photos. (Trust me, it is much
easier to get exactly the right shapes and sizes this way than trying to measure and cut out
rectangles using scissors or a Personal Trimmer.) There is no need to line your photos up in
the border guide--when you're punching with the border cartridge just once at a time and the
punches don't need to line up, you can punch freehand. I flipped the cartridge upside down
so I could see exactly what would be punched from my photos. Tip: Be careful when
punching upside down! You don't want the little pieces to fall inside your cartridge because
that can cause it to jam. Make sure all the scraps come out after each punch.
3. After you have punched out a bunch of little photo rectangles, line them up in your film strips
and decide whether you want long strips or small strips, or a combination of the two. On this
page, I made that decision based on the orientation of my pictures and the parts of the map
I wanted to cover up. :) Trim your film strips to the lengths you need, and attach them to the
background paper using the Tape Runner.
4. Finally, attach your mini photos using the Tape Runner.

Super Simple Border (image on next page)
This is probably the easiest border there is, and it's good to go back to basics sometimes,
especially when you want to get pages done quickly!
Supplies and Tools:
● Green cardstock from the Shades of Bright Pack
● Striped paper from the
● Cards from the Strut Your Stuff Slide-in Pack
● 12-inch Straight Trimmer
● Tape Runner
Steps:
1. Set up the green cardstock as your background.
2. Cut a piece of striped paper to 12"x3" using the 12-inch Straight Trimmer. Attach it to
background paper using the Tape Runner.
3. Attach your slide-in cards using the Tape Runner.
4. Add photos and journaling, and you're done!
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